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#!/usr/bin/env ruby # encoding: utf-8 $:.unshift File.join(File.dirname(__FILE__), *%w[.. bin]) require "log" SLOGGER

= Logger.new STDOUT SLOGGER.level = Logger::WARN ARGV[0] ||= ENV["LIST_MATCHING_PATTERNS"]
ARGV[1].each do |pattern| SLOGGER.warning *"Running'match_patterns' against '#{pattern}'" SLOGGER.warn *"File:

#{pattern}/#{@directory.basename}" run_matching(pattern, @directory) end SLOGGER.debug *"Finished
running'match_patterns' against '#{ARGV[0]}'" Q: Can I have multiple Fragments in one activity and still differentiate

between them? I have an activity with two fragments. Both of the fragments have their own views in the layout, but I want
them to be shown on top of each other. For example, I might have a login fragment and a home fragment in one activity.

Now, what I want to do is separate them out into two separate activities. Now if I create a new activity, I can no longer have
both the fragments in it. So my question is, can I have two fragments side by side in one activity? One way I can think of is

to just let the activity hold a reference to both fragments and then detect which one of them is visible. But is there some
kind of API for doing this? If not, what is the best way to seperate out the fragments? My main concern is that they have
several layout files that reference each other. A: Just set the fragment layout files in the second activity as well. That way
when you put the login activity as a child activity, the login fragment is already inflated. So, it should work. You can also

use a se
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See also List of highest waterfalls Umiañi, Peru, the location of the highest point in Latin America at 3820 ft, as well as several
peaks above 3800 ft. References External links Cumbres & Tolos:Geography and natural history Category:Landforms of New

Mexico Category:Landforms of New Mexico Category:Landforms of Rio Arriba County, New Mexico Category:Landforms of
Rio Grande County, New Mexico Category:Landforms of Mimbres County, New Mexico Category:Landforms of Eddy County,

New Mexico Category:Landforms of Mora County, New Mexico Category:Landforms of San Miguel County, New Mexico
Category:Landforms of Santa Fe County, New Mexico/* Copyright (c) 2003-2011, CKSource - Frederico Knabben. All rights

reserved. For licensing, see LICENSE.html or */ CKEDITOR.plugins.add('elementspath', { requires: 'clipboard', init:
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function(editor) { // Register the commands. CKEDITOR.addCommand('mceElementsPath', new
CKEDITOR.ui.command('elementspath')); // Register the toolbar buttons. editor.ui.addButton('ElementsPath',

CKEDITOR.UI_BUTTON.create(editor)); // Register the menu items. CKEDITOR.config.menuItems.elementsPath =
'elementsPath'; editor.addMenuItem('elementsPath', { label: 'Elements path', command:'mceElementsPath' }); editor.on('copy',

function(ev) { ev.data.dataValue = CKEDITOR.tools.htmlDecode(ev.data.setHtml); }); editor.on('cut', function(ev) {
ev.data.dataValue = CKEDITOR.tools.htmlDecode(ev.data.setHtml); }); }, f678ea9f9e
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